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The Canadian Electronic Library includes the Canadian Publishers Collection which is comprised of 
four parts: Canadian Public Policy, Canadian Health Research, Scholarly Publishers, and Canadian 
Trade Publishers. This collection provides access to approximately 38,818 titles (Oct 6/11) loaded on 
the ebrary platform.  
 
In late August, the Leddy Library at Windsor purchased additional portions of Scholarly Publishers and 
Canadian Trade Publishers. Some of the existing titles we had already loaded to Conifer but with the 
new acquisition there is now a considerable number which we need to add. Consequently, we are 
proposing a total load of the CEL-CPC using the MARC convention developed for the CRKN load. This 
would overlay any existing CEL-CPC titles  in Conifer and thus eliminate the possibility of duplicate 
records. According to Dan Scott, this is not technically difficult and would preserve links to records 
users may have bookmarked. To the extent you have access to CEL-CPC, we are inviting Laurentian 
and Algoma to discuss possible participation in this load.  
 
The MARC convention adopted specifies, among other things, a format for coding the 506, 710, and 
856 fields. But in addition, it provides for a match point ISBN which is used to generate a dynamic link 
utilizing the SFX resolver. Use of the resolver is a key imperative since it allows exposure of e-books to 
Google and thus provides an added dimension of access.  
 
Unfortunately for many titles in this package, the MARC records provided have no ISBN thus no 020 
field. To circumvent this problem, we are proposing that in the case of an absent 020 field, the load 
script reassign the ebrary document id number resident in the 001 field to a 924 field (Local Note). The 
existing load script would then be further modified to include 924, along with 020 and 024, in 
determining resolver match points.  
 
In making the 924 assignment, the ID number would take the form urn:ebrary:ebr10087667. The 
coded field would thus appear as in the following example:  
 
924 ##$aurn:ebrary:ebr10087667$9SFX  
 
To prepare for the Conifer load, Windsor proposes to create local targets for the totality of CEL-CPC. In 
fact, we have already established local targets for Canadian Trade Publishers and Scholarly Publishers in 
anticipation of a Conifer load but we would update those targets with additional records which have 
become available since September 1.  
 
This is basic substance of our proposal but I would be keen to hear comments.  
 
Respectfully submitted,  
 
Graham Staffen  
Leddy Library, University of Windsor  
 
 


